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 Two continuous functions Fļ an<^ ^2 are con~
 structed, satisfying Lusin's condition (N) and For an' s

 condition B(2) on 0 (0 = Cantor's ternary set), v.bicb

 are A ( îT ) on no portion of 0, and for no natural number

 N. Moreover, Fļ(x) = -F£(x) a.e. on [o,l] , but F^ and
 ~?2 do no^ differ by a constant. It is also shown tbat
 G(x) = F2Cx)~(I/2)^P (:<) (CP = Cantor's ternary func-
 tion) fulfils Foran' s condition (M), but does not ful-

 fil Lusin's condition (IT). Such a function was already

 obtained by Foran in £lļ , but in a nore complicated

 way .

 We recall the definitions of A(E') and B(IT) given

 in M . and tbat of (M) given in [2].
 Definition 1. Given a natural number N and a s.et

 E, a function F is said to be E(N) on 'G if there is a

 number 00 sucb that for any sequence 1-^ , . . . ,

 1^, ...j of nonover lapping intervals with ¿ ÇÍ ,
 there exist intervals J^n , n = 1,...,N , for which

 IS K

 B(F;EOU Ik)C K U U K a^d £ |j..JCÏ.T . k K k n=l K k ii=l

 (Here B(F;X) is the graph of F on ths set X).

 Definition 2» Given a natural number ï7 and a set

 E, a function F is said to be ¿(1Q on "3 if for every
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 £>0 there is a S > 0 nu cb th st if , . . . ,1^ , . . .

 are no nov er lapping intervals with £p| 1^. •/ 0 a::;]

 2|lļJ<«i* , then there exls t intervala , n =
 - 1 , . . . , Ii , for which

 IT IT

 B(F}Sn U Xk)c. K u Ulk^im ■IL and 2 2 |JkJ<^. *al k K k n=l ■IL k n=l *al

 Definition 3» -A continuous function F fulfils

 Foran' s condition (M) if it is absolutely continuous

 on any set 3 on v&icb it is of "bounded variation»

 Lot *3r (respectively $ ) be the class of all

 continuous functions F, defined on a closed interval

 I, for which there exist a sequence of sets 3n and

 natural numbers K , such that I s(J >! , and ? is

 A(Nn) (respectively B(!?n)) on Bn •

 The or eta "1 Let F T>e a_ r eal continuous function

 defined on ¿ closed real set 3. v:he fn net ion F
 belongs to (respectively te B ) on 3 if and only

 if every closed subset of 2 contains a portion on

 which F is A(N) (respectively B(IT)), for non e natural

 mra b er îï.

 Proof* The proof is similar to that given in

 D], PP. 235-234 .
 Let I ~ foil » and let 0 denote the Cantor

 ternary set, i.e., 0 s [x : z = SCj/31 ci
 taking the values 0 and 2 only}. 3ach point x© G is

 uniquely represented by 2 c^x)/?1. Let be Cantor's
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 ternary function, i.e., ^P(x) = 2 Cv(x)/2K+1 , for

 eacb x€C. Then is continuous on C and, by ex-

 tending linearly on each interval contigo ous to

 C, cne has ^ dofined and continuous on I. Let

 Fx(x) = 2c2k-1(x)Ak and P2(x) = (1/2)2 c2k(x)/4k,

 for each x€0. Then F^ an* ^2 are continuous on 0

 and, "by extending F-^ and F2 linearly on eacb interval

 contiguous to 0, one bas F^ and F2 defined and con-
 tinuous on I. Clearly

 (1) vp(x) = Fł(x) + P2(x) on I
 and

 ~(1/2)F2(3x) , xG [O, I/5]

 (2) F-^x) 8 -ļx - (1/6) , x0 (1/3 , 2/3)
 w(l/2)+(l/2)F?(3x-2) , xe [2/5 ,lļ %

 Theorem 2. 1) F^ and F2 fulfil las in 's condition
 (N) on I •

 2) F-^ and F2 are A(N) on no portion of 0 , and for no
 natural numb or N.

 3) 5'i arld ^2 are 2B G-

 Proof. 1) P]_(C) can be covered with 2n intervals

 each of length at most ( l/3)(l/4n) , and |'F^(C)ļ =0.

 F2(C) can be covered with 2n intervals, each of

 length at raost (2/3) (1A11) and ÎF2(G)| = 0 .

 2) Vie show that F^ and F2 do not belong to T on I,

 hence by Theorem 1, F^ and F2 are A(iT) on no portion
 of C,. for no natural number N. Suppose on the con-

 trary that Fp belongs to T on I, By (2) it follows
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 that also belongs to *£ on I, heneo Fj+ïï^ë T .
 This contradicts (1)»

 3) Let [a, Id] C I, a,bec, Then there is a Imre at

 interval (a-ļ_,b-j) (and only one), excluded in the

 Cantor ternary process, such that 0*» 2] •
 Suppose that (a^,"b^) is excluded at the nth step .
 Then

 n . o®

 Sh 1 = 2 Cj/31 1 + 2 2/5n+1 , with c^=0 1 or o*-2 1 for 1 i=l 1 i.-.l , 1 1

 i < n and cn=0. We have a-j~a ^ l/3n and b-b^ ^ l/3a»

 If x e [a,a¿]no, then = c^(x), for each i =
 = 1, . . . ,n . Hence

 (5) F2(a1)~.F2(x) > 0 and F^( a1)-F1(x) ^ 0 .

 Let 3?2(:¿0) = { x € C-»aj3^ ïhen

 F2( |a,aJO C) d D?2(x0)>?2(al3 = J1 anö b«>' (5)
 one has

 CO I JjJ ÔÎ^PCaj,) - <P(a) .

 If x G Ch^/ó] H 0, then c^ - c^(x) , for each i =

 = and cn(x) = 2 . Hence

 (5) ?2(x)-F2(b1) ^ 0 and ^ 0,

 Let F2 (xi) = sup£t?2(x) : xeļh^,bļno} » Then

 FgitbpļnOjC P?2(b1),P2(x1)] = J? and by (5),
 one has

 (6) |J2I« <Po>) - ^P(V .
 By (4) and (6), F?([a,b]f'G)C and
 ļj-^I + lopl^^Cb) - ( a ) .
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 Remark 1. 1) Theorem 2 shows that the Banacb-

 Zerecki theorem (Cíl j PP »227) is not valid when AO

 and 73 ars replaced by A(H) and B(K) respectively.

 2) The class T is strictly containad in ^ D (H) .

 3) and -Fg satisfy (K) , have equal derivatives
 a.e. and do not differ by a constant.

 Remark 2. Let (J?) , i = 1, .. . ,2^**^ be the

 excluded middle thirds in Cantor's ternary process,

 from the pth step, numbered from left to right. V/e

 have 33?+1 r= j| , i = 1 , . . . , 2P"1 and

 JP+Vl x = (2/3) + J? , 1 = l,...^5"1 . i+2p x

 Th:?or em ?» The functions and F 2 are not
 primitives in the F or an sense »

 Prop t . Suppose on the contrary that there is a

 continuous function G on X, belonging to 7 , such

 that G^p(x) » F¿(x) a.e. on I. Then there is a con-
 tinuous function h on I, with h(0) = 0, which is

 constant on each interval contiguous to 0, such that

 (7) G(x) - F2(x) + h(x) .
 By (2) and (7)» F-^(x) + (l/2)h(3x) belongs to 7 on
 [o* l/3ļ . By (7), it follows that

 (8) (x) + (,X/2)h(3x) + h(x) = 0 on [o, I/3] .
 For let H(x) = G(x) + (l/2)G(3x) = $ (x) +(l/2)h(3x)+

 + h(x) , x€ [O, 1/3]. Then H¿p = 0 a.e. and GG 7
 implies He 7 and H = C. Since H(0)=0, (R'5 follows.
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 Sinca 9(x) = (1/2)^P(5>:) , (8) becomes
 (9) (vp (x)/2 + h(x)) + (l/2)($(3x)/2 + h( 3x)) =0,
 for eacb z6 [o, 1/5] * 3ince

 (10) F2(x) = F2(x+ 2/5) , x6 [3, 1/3] ,

 we have b(x+ 2/3) - h(x) = a for all y.£ [o, 1/3] .
 For let R(x) = G-(x+ 2/3) - G(x) = h(x+ 2/3) - b(x) ,

 xg[0, 1/3] . Since G¿p^|= F¿(x) a. e., -rí¿p(x) = O a. e.
 and RC 7 implies R co 'tir. tait. 3ut b(l/3) = b(2/3)
 aad h(0+ 2/3) - b(0) = a gives h(2/3) = a. Also

 b(l/3 + 2/3) - b( 1/3) = a so b (i) = 2a. Thus h(x) =

 = -(l/2)*P(x) on [1/3 , 2/3], By Hsasrfc 2, (9) ac3
 (10), b(x) = -(l/2)<P(x) on tba closure of each
 interval contiguous to C and, by the continuity of h,

 we have that b(x) ;= -(l/2)*P(x) on I# Gìbus G(x) =

 = P2(x) - (1/2)<P (x) on I, Moreover, fcr eacb x€C,

 G(x) = 1/6 - (l/2)(2 (cg^Cx) + c2tc(x)/2 + l)/4k).

 Hence G(C) =: [-1/3 » I/o] > asd so G does not satisfy
 Iusin's condition (IT). Contradiction,

 Remark 3,» -he above function G(x) = F2(x) ~
 - (1/2)9 (x) on I is an example of a continuous func-
 tion which does not satisfy Iusin's condition (N) but

 satisfies Foran's condition (M ) .

 V/e are indebted to Professor Solomon Ivi ar cus for

 the help given in x^reparing this article and to the

 anonymous reviewer, for many remarks allowing to

 improve the final version of the text.
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